tion, that is, it would be the negation of all material exristence. And yet it would Dot be absolute nlegation. It might be described as the absence of position. Every past stage of evolution is nega- tive to that which immediately succeeds it, and yet it is positive to that w hich has gone before; so that if we go back to the beginni-ng of evolution, the earliest nega'tion is the most real of all existences, because it is that from which all otber existence has been derived. Tbus formed matter in ceasing to exist as such, and in being resolved again into the primitive formless fluid, would yet continue to exist in a negative state, that is, in its original forinless condition, as to the nature of which we can frame no clear idea, beyond that it would be non-material and invisible. Probably we should be jlistified in considering it the same as the etber.
The existence of the etber is as real as that of formed matter, judging from the pbenomena of light, and for that we know there may be ethereal existences wbich are not subject to the laws which affect that matter. 
